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Welcome to the latest edition of What’s In Store, which is chock full of information that you’ll need to
know as we head into 2016. There is no doubt that 2015 was an eventful year for the consumer protection
bar—and next year promises to be no different. We are pleased to include in this edition two Q&As: one
with Jessica L. Rich, the Director of the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection (“BCP”), and one with Pam
Bondi, the Attorney General of Florida. Rich provides us with helpful insight into the FTC’s consumer
protection enforcement priorities in 2016, how the Third Circuit’s decision in Wyndham Hotels may affect
the FTC’s data security efforts, and key rules of thumb for advertisers. She also reflects on the shifts the
FTC has made in its consumer protection agenda since she became Director of the BCP in 2013, and she
discusses the future of the FTC’s Every Community Initiative and the Commission’s collaborations with its
partners. Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi reflects on her accomplishments, challenges, goals, and the
continuing consumer protection challenges that she faces.
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Looking ahead, Visiting Professor at the University of Miami School of Law Peter E. Halle also provides
an informative update on the American Law Institute’s two ongoing projects focused on consumer
protection issues: the drafting of the Restatement of the Law of Consumer Contracts and The Principles of
The Law of Data Privacy. Terri Seligman and Hannah Taylor summarize the board of the Advertising
Self-Regulatory Council’s (“ASRC”) much-anticipated changes to its policies, which are reflected in the
ASRC’s newly updated 2015 Policies and Procedures. Seligman and Taylor discuss the changes and
analyze the significance of these changes for advertisers, practitioners, and the public at large.
We also look beyond U.S. borders, consistent with the Section’s mandate to broaden its horizons
internationally. Cédric Burton and Anna Ciesielska provide a detailed analysis of the groundbreaking
October 2015 decision by the European Union’s highest court, the Court of Justice of the European Union,
that invalidated the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor framework. The Safe Harbor framework was a legal mechanism
relied upon by more than 4,000 companies on both sides of the Atlantic that allowed companies to transfer
personal data from the EU to the U.S., and Burton and Ciesielska discuss the important consequences this
decision has on companies doing business in Europe.
Sit back and enjoy this edition—and as always, we welcome your feedback. Please contact any of the
editors to get more involved.
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What’s In Store
Q&A with Jessica L. Rich, the Director of
the FTC’s Bureau of Consumer Protection
Jessica L. Rich was appointed the Director of the FTC’s Bureau of
Consumer Protection (“BCP”) by Chairwoman Edith Ramirez in
June 2013. She oversees Commission attorneys, investigators, and
administrative personnel working to protect consumers from
deceptive and unfair practices in the commercial marketplace. Rich
joined the FTC as a staff attorney more than 25 years ago, after
starting her career in private practice in New York City. She has
previously served as Deputy Director of BCP, Associate Director of
the Division of Financial Practices, and Acting Associate Director of
the Division of Privacy and Identity Protection. Rich has developed
or overseen hundreds of enforcement actions and led major policy
initiatives related to privacy, emerging technologies, deception, and
fraud.

1. What are the Bureau of Consumer
Protection’s key consumer protection
enforcement priorities in 2016?
Many of our priorities reflect the enormous changes
we’ve seen in the marketplace in recent years.
Notably, the explosive growth of technology offers
many benefits to consumers but also poses big
challenges for consumer protection. Data is
collected about us all day, every day—in our “smart”
cars and homes, through our health trackers and
social networks, and, of course, through our
smartphones. Marketing, too, is nonstop, coming at
us at every turn. Our consumer protection program
is designed to keep pace with these developments
and to make clear that the fundamental principles of
consumer protection apply to the many new and
emerging products and services in the marketplace
today.
The effects of technology on consumers’ privacy
and data security are particularly dramatic, and these
areas remain top FTC priorities. Over the last two
decades, we’ve brought hundreds of privacy and
data security cases, addressing such issues as the
failure to take reasonable measures to secure
consumers’ personal information data, and false
promises about how companies collect and use this
data. As more consumer data is collected and used
by a wide range of companies, these areas will
continue to be at the forefront of our work.
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Another critical area of focus is financial technology,
or FinTech—technologies that enable consumers to
store, share, and spend money in new ways. Our
cases in this area have addressed such issues as
cramming charges on mobile phone bills, false
promises of unlimited data, and fraud involving
virtual currencies and crowdfunding.
We’re also very concerned about new forms of
deceptive advertising and marketing. For example,
we’ve brought cases against app developers that
make false claims about the health benefits of apps,
and against companies that pay people for so-called
“objective” online endorsements of their products.
In all of our work, our goal is to put money back in
the hands of injured consumers wherever possible.
We also seek to obtain strong court orders, not only
to prevent future violations, but also to send a strong
message to the public that consumer protections
matter, no matter how high- or low-tech the
environment.

2. What effect will the Third Circuit’s
decision in Wyndham have on the
overall contours of the FTC’s data
security efforts?
In our ongoing litigation against Wyndham Hotels
for alleged data security failures, the Third Circuit
recently reaffirmed the FTC’s authority under
Section 5 of the FTC Act to hold companies
accountable for failing to safeguard consumer data.
As the primary privacy cop on the beat, it is critical
that the FTC have the ability to take action when
companies fail to take reasonable steps to secure
sensitive consumer information. During the last 15
years, we’ve brought 55 actions against companies
that failed to implement reasonable protections for
sensitive data—and we will continue to do so
moving forward.
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3. What are the most important rules of
thumb for advertisers?
Tell the truth, and have the facts to back it up.
For example, with the proliferation of health apps
and consumers’ strong focus on health, we’re
tackling unsubstantiated health claims on the mobile
platform—and there are many. For example, the
FTC charged two app developers with deceptively
claiming that their apps—Mole Detective and
MelApp—could detect symptoms of melanoma,
even in the early stages. In fact, we alleged that the
companies lacked evidence to show their apps could
detect melanoma, early or at all. And most recently,
we took action against an app called Ultimeyes,
which claimed to have scientific proof that it could
“turn back the clock” on consumers’ vision through
a series of visual exercises. In fact, we alleged it
had no such proof.
Disclose any facts necessary to prevent a claim
from being misleading. With blogs and bloggers
everywhere, and the explosive growth of social
networks and new media, anyone can endorse a
product and gain a wide audience doing it. The
rules are pretty basic, even with all the new
scenarios they apply to. To avoid deception,
endorsements must be truthful and not misleading.
If there’s a connection between an endorser and the
marketer of the product that would affect how
people evaluate the endorsement, it must be
disclosed clearly and conspicuously. And if the
advertiser doesn’t have proof that an endorser’s
experience represents what consumers will typically
achieve, the advertiser must disclose the results that
would be typical. To provide guidance in this
important area, we’ve updated the FAQs for our
Endorsement Guides to take a deeper dive into
forms of promotion that were relatively new when
we did our last update—for example, Twitter,
affiliate marketing, “like” buttons, employee
endorsements, solicited endorsements, and uploaded
videos, to name just a few.
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Disclosures must be clear and conspicuous.
Advertisers should use direct and unambiguous
language and make the disclosure stand out. If a
disclosure is hard to find, tough to understand,
buried in unrelated details, or obscured by other
elements in the ad, it’s not clear and conspicuous.
This is true not just in print, but online and on
mobile. We have an excellent guidance piece on
this—.com Disclosures, which we recently updated
to provide specific guidance for making disclosures
on mobile devices, Twitter, and other new media.

4. How has the Bureau changed since you
first became the Director?
As I noted, the FTC has made significant shifts in its
consumer protection agenda to address the explosive
growth of new technologies across our range of
programs—including privacy, deceptive advertising,
and fraud. For example, we explored the security
threats to existing and developing mobile
technologies and challenged unauthorized charges
on the mobile platform against companies such as
Apple, Google, Amazon, T-Mobile, and AT&T. We
tackled allegedly deceptive claims about “unlimited
data” against Tracfone and AT&T (again), and
fraud involving Kickstarter (Forking Path) and
virtual currencies (Prized Mobile App). We held a
workshop and issued a report on the Internet of
Things, brought our first Internet of Things case
against TRENDnet, and challenged a range of
allegedly deceptive privacy claims by mobile apps
like Snapchat and Goldenshores, a popular
flashlight app. And, in cases like Sony, Deutsch LA,
and Machinima, we challenged deceptive marketing
claims and endorsements on Twitter, YouTube, and
other social networks.
Another critical part of our focus on tech is internal
to the FTC—making sure we have the personnel and
resources to meet the consumer protection
challenges of the expanding tech world. A few
years ago, I created the Mobile Technology Unit
(“MTU”) to help bring consumer protection into the
mobile era. The MTU assisted BCP staff with law
3
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enforcement investigations. It also developed
surveys on kids’ apps, mobile shopping apps, and
health apps. This year, BCP announced that it
would broaden the MTU’s mission so it focuses not
just on mobile, but on tech more broadly. We
renamed it the Office of Technology Research and
Investigation (“OTech”), and are hiring more
researchers and technologists. We expect the office
to play an important role in the agency’s work on
privacy, data security, connected cars, smart homes,
emerging payment methods, Big Data, and the
Internet of Things.

other schools. More cases like this are in the
pipeline. In addition, we’ve focused on scammers
who target Spanish-speaking consumers with
deceptive claims, including a credit repair outfit that
called itself “FTC Credit Solutions.” We’ve taken
on fraudsters like Wealth Educators who prey on
homeowners facing foreclosure. And we’ve stepped
up Fair Debt Collection Practices Act enforcement,
taking action against Green Tree (with the
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau) and, just
this month, leading a sweep of 30 new actions as
part of Operation Collection Protection.

5. Tell us more about the FTC’s “Every
Community Initiative” and how the
FTC is collaborating with its partners.

It’s also essential for us to learn about the people
we’re committed to protect, and there’s no substitute
for face-to-face dialogue. So for the last two years,
we’ve hosted a dozen conferences to learn more
about consumer protection issues in a wide range of
communities. We’ve sponsored workshops to find
out how using Big Data can help or harm
consumers, how debt collection affects the Latino
community, and how scams affect immigrant
consumers. We’ve also hosted local events across
the country—more than 140 in the last year alone—
all at senior centers, law schools, military
installations, schools, and libraries. Our regional
offices brought together key players for Common
Ground conferences held in states such as Colorado,
Washington, and Missouri. And we’ve partnered
with legal services organizations and groups like the
Navajo Human Rights Commission and the
NAACP. Through engagement with members of
the community and cooperative action with our law
enforcement partners, we’ll continue our
commitment to protect all American consumers.
Every person we meet, every complaint we receive,
and every case we bring helps us better serve
consumers in every community.

Building on the FTC’s long-standing anti-fraud
program, our work in the last two years has focused
on protecting every community from a broad range
of scams—illegal robocalling in cases like
Worldwide Info Services, phony business
opportunities like those in Online Entrepreneur,
investment schemes like those alleged against
Consumer Collection Advocates, and imposter
scams such as First Time Credit Solution, just to
name a few. As the nation’s consumer protection
agency, we have always sought to reach and protect
as many consumers as possible. However, in recent
years, our country has become older and more
diverse, and we want to be sure we meet the needs
of our changing population.
Our Every Community Initiative includes both
enforcement and outreach efforts. On the
enforcement front, for example, we’ve taken action
against a number of companies— such as Lifewatch
and Mail Tree—who targeted older consumers.
We’ve also gone after companies that target
members of the military. According to our lawsuit
against for-profit Ashworth College, the defendant
misrepresented that students—including
servicemembers and veterans—would get the
training and credentials needed to switch careers,
and that the credits they earned would transfer to
What’s in Store, December 2015

Finally, we’ve brought many of these cases with our
state and federal law enforcement partners. One
example is Caribbean Cruise Line, a joint action by
the FTC and 10 state attorneys general against a
massive telemarketing campaign that resulted in
billions of unwanted robocalls, many to older
consumers. Another is our joint settlement, with the
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states of Illinois, Kentucky, and North Carolina,
against Fortune Hi-Tech, the operators of an
alleged pyramid scheme targeting Spanish-speaking
and immigrant communities. And we are especially
proud of our case against Cancer Fund of America,
a lawsuit brought with agencies from every state and
the District of Columbia. Together, we charged four
sham cancer charities and their operators with
bilking consumers of more than $187 million. This
historic action is a great example of how we work
together to protect consumers.

Seven Questions for Florida Attorney
General Pam Bondi
Pam Bondi was sworn into office as Florida’s 37th Attorney
General on January 4, 2011. Attorney General Bondi is focused on
protecting Floridians and upholding Florida’s laws and the
Constitution. Some of her top priorities are: defending Florida’s
constitutional rights against the federal health care law;
strengthening penalties to stop pill mills; aggressively investigating
mortgage fraud and Medicaid fraud; and ensuring Florida is
compensated for Deepwater Horizon oil spill losses. Attorney
General Bondi is a graduate of University of Florida and Stetson
Law School and has served as a prosecutor for more than 18 years.

1. When you came into office in 2011, the
nation was in the midst of the Great
Recession. With consumers worried
about every last dollar, what were some
of your goals and concerns when you
became Attorney General, and how did
you meet them?
In January 2011, the first, and by far the biggest,
consumer protection challenge we faced was the
foreclosure crisis and its impact on Floridians.
Florida was one of the hardest hit states in the
nation, and addressing the effects of the crisis on
Floridians was essential. While we continue to
work on cases related to the effects of this crisis,
the $25 billion National Mortgage Settlement, in
which my office played a leading role, was a major
accomplishment in this area. Secondly, we faced
significant problems with travel-related scams,
especially since Florida is the number one tourist
What’s in Store, December 2015

destination in the United States. Timeshare fraud
was the highest complaint category for our office,
even in the midst of the foreclosure crisis.
I wanted to be aggressive in our consumer
protection enforcement and make scam artists
think twice before committing consumer fraud in
our state. I also wanted to protect Florida’s
vulnerable consumer population, especially our
seniors, our many veterans, and our active service
members. To address the timeshare resale issue, I
pushed for the passage of Timeshare Resale
Accountability Act which strengthened our
timeshare resale advertising and marketing laws.
It also provides enhanced penalties for scams
targeting our military and their families.
Additionally, I aggressively pursued fraud in the
timeshare resale industry, actively took on
fraudulent timeshare sale and vacation club scams,
and cracked down on sellers of travel. Since the
passage of the Act in 2012, timeshare-related
complaints have dropped by more than 84 percent,
falling from 9,737 complaints in 2011 to 1,554 in
2014. Since 2011, my office has settled 41
timeshare-related cases for more than $10 million
and 15 cases involving discount travel providers
and travel clubs for over $14 million.
To help our seniors, I stepped up enforcement
against bogus contractors, door-to-door solicitors
and others who prey on our seniors, with my office
opening 11 investigations involving these practices
in 2015 alone. We also pursued telemarketing
scams that targeted our seniors, among others. For
example, we joined the FTC in July in a lawsuit
against Lifewatch, alleging that the company used
blatantly illegal and deceptive robocalls to trick
seniors into signing up for medical alert systems
with monthly monitoring fees of $29.95 to $39.95
a month.
On all of these fronts and more, our team has
achieved great success stopping fraudsters,
obtaining consumer refunds where possible, and
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hopefully deterring scams from occurring in the
first place.

2. What accomplishment are you most
proud of in consumer protection?
I am most proud of the results we have been able
to provide for Florida’s consumers. Our consumer
protection team has been able to resolve most
cases quickly and negotiate historic recoveries in
cases that directly affect Floridians. The best
example has to be our efforts that led to the $25
billion National Mortgage Settlement of which
Florida received more than $9 billion. Our team,
along with the other lead negotiating states,
secured a fantastic result in the case and similar
cases since. We also went after scam artists
defrauding struggling homeowners with bogus
foreclosure rescue schemes, successfully litigating
or settling 51 cases with mortgage rescue firms and
their agents for over $16 million. Finally, we
established a team to assist homeowners seeking to
take advantage of the benefits provided by the
National Mortgage Settlement. To date, that team
has helped nearly 1,200 homeowners facilitate
their loan issues. Most recently, Florida was a lead
state in securing the $136 million multistate
settlement with Chase Bank resolving concerns
over debt collection practices.
We also joined in an enforcement sweep with the
FTC and others states, cracking down on
unscrupulous debt collection practices. My
Consumer Protection Division is very active and
has achieved many multimillion-dollar settlements
on behalf of Florida consumers, but some of our
biggest victories are won daily without litigation.
We assembled a Special Investigative Unit (“SIU”)
to act quickly on behalf of consumers. Our SIU
has been extremely successful in solving claims
quickly and securing refunds and resolutions for
consumers and small businesses, recovering more
than $503,000 in refunds for consumers since its
inception in December 2013.
What’s in Store, December 2015

3. What has been your greatest consumer
protection challenge as Attorney
General?
We have some of the best investigators and
attorneys devoted to consumer protection
enforcement in the country and have recently
added 15 additional permanent positions. The
consumer protection team does a fantastic job, but
our biggest challenge is staying ahead of the scam
artists. There are no limits to scammers’ creativity
and sheer gall so I am thankful to have a wonderful
and dedicated staff of first rate professionals.
There are few private firms that can offer a lawyer
such a diverse practice as you’ll find in our office.

4. As a former criminal prosecutor, you
handled cases where you had an indepth and one-on-one connection with
victims of crime. Now working at a
statewide level on consumer protection
matters, you can have a much greater
impact for a much larger group of
people. Do you miss that personal
connection with victims, or is the greater
impact for people more rewarding?
A large part of my role as Attorney General is to
prevent people from being victimized, and so I
continue to constantly talk to crime victims and
survivors. While I am no longer able to work
intimately with victims on a daily basis, I maintain
the personal connection with the people my office
helps by speaking to them directly when I travel
around the state. The greatest stories I hear are
from parents of teenagers whose lives were saved
because of our efforts to stop prescription drug
abuse and outlaw synthetic drugs. One of my first
actions as Attorney General was to sign an
emergency order outlawing synthetic marijuana, a
dangerous drug that was harming our children at
an alarming rate. We took quick action to ban
these dangerous substances. Since then, I have
heard from numerous parents who say our efforts
6
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to raise awareness about synthetic drugs and
outlaw these chemical compounds saved their
child’s life. Parents have given me pictures of
teens who have survived drug addiction. Those
photos are on my desk as a constant reminder.
We take the same “quick action” approach when it
comes to issues regarding consumer protection. I
am constantly talking to seniors, small business
owners and veterans who have been or are
potential victims of consumer fraud. If they have
an issue I give them the number to our consumer
protection hotline, 1-866-9-No-Scam, so they can
speak to our consumer protection lawyers and
investigators who work every day with victims of
fraud. Our team has a great record of catching
misleading business practices early and addressing
consumer complaints quickly and aggressively to
ensure the best outcome.
While it may not be the same sort of interaction as
I had as a prosecutor, it is just as rewarding
warning Floridians about emerging scams, helping
protect consumers’ hard-earned money, and
making a difference in the lives of our citizens.

5. What are your goals for consumer
protection in your second term?
In my second term, I will continue to focus on
cases which have a strong consumer impact in
Florida. In addition to dealing with the ongoing
effects of the recession on our consumers, we will
continue to work diligently to protect our senior
citizens, active military personnel, veterans and
our state’s visitors.
Outside of consumer protection, we have already
made great success in our fight to stop prescription
drug abuse, with more than a thousand lives saved;
but people are still dying and our fight continues.
During my second term, I will continue to take on
pill pushers, human traffickers and anyone who
threatens the safety of our citizens.
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6. Limited to two terms as Attorney
General, what do you see as some of the
key consumer protection issues that will
be facing your successor?
Technology and the growing online marketplace
continue to offer new challenges in consumer
protection and identity theft. During my first term,
my office had a cyber fraud task force dedicated to
investigating consumer protection issues involving
online transactions or deception; however, we
quickly merged the task force into our Consumer
Protection Division because nearly all of our
investigations today involve online activity.
As the digital marketplace continues to expand, we
must stay aggressive and be vigilant as traditional
scams continue to migrate to the Internet and
present new opportunities to victimize consumers.
Hackers will continue to find ways around the
cyber security measures in place to protect
financial and personal identification, and data
breaches will continue to wreak havoc on the
marketplace. Tackling these problems will remain
a challenge, and I unfortunately doubt Florida, the
country or the world will be able to declare victory
over cyber fraud or data breaches in the near
future.

7. What have you most enjoyed about
being Attorney General, and, of course,
what have you least enjoyed?
I enjoy helping people. That is why I became a
prosecutor and it is why I ran for Attorney General.
I love my job because I get to help people every
day—whether it is through our campaign to help
protect babies born exposed to prescription drugs or
it is warning consumers about a new scam. As
Attorney General, I often meet people during some
of the most difficult times of their lives; whether
they recently were scammed out of their life savings
or have lost a loved one to drug addiction. I have
hugged many mothers who have lost a child to drug
addiction. These are the toughest moments of my
7
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job. However, when we are able to provide some
reassurance by assisting in some way, it is well
worth it.

Save the Date:
64th Antitrust Law Spring Meeting
We hope to see you in Washington, DC in April
2016 for the 64th Spring Meeting of the ABA
Section of Antritrust Law, the premier event of
the year for consumer protection and
competition professionals worldwide.
This year, expect excellent consumer protectionrelated panels.

When: April 6-8, 2016
Where: JW Marriott Hotel, Washington DC
Important Deadlines:
Early Registration Discount: Feb. 5, 2016
Hotel Reservations (ABA Discount): March 8, 2016
Online Registration: April 4, 2016

For conference details, including the agenda,
faculty, and roster of attendees, click here.

American Law Institute Working on
Consumer Protection Projects
By Peter E. Halle
Peter E. Halle is a Visiting Professor at the University of Miami
School of Law teaching Consumer Protection.

The American Law Institute (“ALI”) is engaged in
two projects that focus on Consumer Protection Law
Issues: (1) The Restatement of the Law of
Consumer Contracts; and (2) The Principles of The
Law of Data Privacy. Both projects grow out of
changes wrought by the information revolution. But
the two reflect the differing stages of the
development of the underlying law in the United
What’s in Store, December 2015

States: Consumer Contracting law is more advanced
than Data Protection Law at this moment in our
history.

Restatement of Consumer Contracts Law
Restatements are addressed to the courts, and
intended to be “clear formulations of common law
and its statutory elements or variations and reflect
the law as it presently stands or might appropriately
be stated by a court.” Still in the preliminary draft
stage, the Consumer Contracts Restatement seeks to
tackle the key—but thorny—issues relevant to the
formation and medication of consumer contracts,
and thus their enforceability.
The drafters are considering the “asymmetrical”
nature of the information, sophistication and stakes
between the parties to these contracts—business, on
the one hand, and consumers, on the other—and the
use of standard-form contracts, which may be
efficient, but as to which there is a risk of overreach
with the possible insertion of one-sided or unusual
terms that consumers do not understand or
reasonably expect to be in such contracts. Moreover,
consumers typically do not read the contracts. A
fact of life to which “let the buyer beware” is not an
entirely satisfactory answer.
Dealing with this challenge leads to consideration of
techniques to retain the benefits of standard form
contracts without suffering the detriments. Thus,
the draft under review considers the doctrine of
mutual assent in contracting. How are contract
terms adopted and modified in agreements between
businesses and consumers in a shrink-wrap (or
click-wrap) world?
To the extent that the doctrine of mutual assent is
unworkable in consumer contracting, the draft also
considers reasonable limits to the discretion business
may have in drafting “standard” consumer contract
terms. In other words, whether there should be a
clear set of boundaries with onerous, one-sided and
unfair terms off limits. If standard form contracts
8
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have such provisions, how may they be modified to
achieve a fair result between the parties?
The answers are in the exhaustive review of court
decisions, and statutory law undertaken by the
Restatement’s Reporters, Oren Bar-Gill, Omri BenShahar, and Florencia Marotta-Wurgler, Law
Professors at Harvard, the University of Chicago
and New York University, respectively.
The ALI process involves consideration, criticism
and debate of the Reporters work by a slate of
Advisers, a larger Consultative Group of ALI
Members, the ALI Council, and eventually by the
ALI Members at an annual meeting, where the
work is subject to further often spirited and pointed
debate before approval.
The drafting and approval of an ALI Restatement
takes years. The Consumer Contracts Project started
in 2012. The Advisers and the Members
Consultative Group will review Preliminary Draft
No. 2 on consecutive days in November. The
Advisers and Members Consultative Group include
many Members of the ABA Antitrust Law Section,
all of whom are Members of the ALI.

Principles of Data Privacy Law
ALI Principles of Law are different from
Restatements. Principles of Law involve the
intensive examination of areas of the law thought to
be in need of reform. This type of project usually
results in extensive recommendations for change in
the law. That appears to be particularly appropriate
for Data Protection in the United States where the
law is not as settled as in—say—Europe, and there
are extreme tensions between the “interests” (I will
not yet call them rights) of individual consumers
whose data is collected, business interests that
collect the data, business interests that organize and
retrieve data, and the Government, which may seek
to access the data for “governmental purposes”, to
name or characterize a few of the stake holders.
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This project is not starting with a blank slate. There
is a lot of precedent to consider. The Project started
as a restatement of the law, but was transformed into
an attempt to state the principles that the law should
follow, because existing law is not sufficient for this
growing area: Data Privacy Law.
The foundation in this area harks back to Fair
Information Practice Principles (“FIPPs”) that first
appeared in a 1973 Report by the U.S. Department
of Health Education and Welfare. Other foundation
is found in the Fair Credit Reporting Act (1970), the
Privacy Act (1974), the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act
(1999), and the Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act (1996), as well as in state laws,
judge-made common law, and enforcement actions
of the Federal Trade Commission and other agencies.
But, despite a robust foundation, there is not the
uniformity or specificity that would inform a
Restatement—particularly where that foundation
was originally aimed at the emerging power of
mainframe computers that has since grown and
proliferated in ways that were not imagined at the
outset. And, things are still changing.
The Project’s Reporters are Paul M. Schwartz, and
Daniel J. Solove, Law Professors at UC Berkeley
and George Washington University, respectively. It
started in 2013, and will consider the purpose and
scope of data privacy, data privacy principles, and
accountability, remedies and redress.
The Advisers for this project represent a fair cross
section of ALI Members, and many are also ABA
Antitrust Section Members. They are experienced
in the data privacy area from the viewpoint of all
stakeholders. It is the tradition and practice of the
ALI that Members write, speak and vote on the basis
of their own personal and professional convictions,
without regard to client interests, so as to maintain
ALI’s respected reputation for thoughtful and
impartial analysis.
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Advertising Self-Regulatory Council
Implements Significant Revisions To Its
Procedures
By Terri Seligman and Hannah Taylor
Terri J. Seligman is the co-chair of the Advertising, Marketing &
Public Relations Group at Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz
PC. Hannah Taylor is an associate in the Advertising, Marketing &
Public Relations Group at Frankfurt Kurnit Klein & Selz PC. Both
authors are members of the Advertising Disputes and Litigation
Committee of the Antitrust Section of the American Bar
Association. Ms. Seligman is a Vice-Chair of the Committee and was
a member of the Working Group.

Introduction
The board of the Advertising Self-Regulatory
Council (“ASRC”) recently announced muchanticipated changes to the rules by which the
American advertising industry’s system of selfregulation is governed. 1 The changes came as a
result of a review of the ASRC procedures, and the
self-regulatory process generally, by a working
group made up of members of the American Bar
Association (“ABA”) Consumer Protection
Committee and its Section of Antitrust Law’s
Advertising Disputes & Litigation Committee (the
“Working Group” or the “Group”). The Working
Group’s final recommended changes to the ASRC’s
policies and procedures were published in a recent
report entitled, Self-Regulation of Advertising in the
United States: An Assessment of the National
Advertising Division (the “Report”). 2
Fifty-nine attorneys from the American Bar
Association Antitrust Section subcommittees on

1
The Policies and Procedures were revised effective November 1,
2015 and are available at
http://fkks.com/pdfs/NADCARUNARBSelfRegulation.pdf (“2015
Policies and Procedures”). The previous Policies and Procedures
revised in January of 2014, are available at
http://fkks.com/pdfs/NADCARUNARBProcedures.pdf. The revised
Policies and Procedures apply to all cases and appeals filed after
November 1, 2015.
2
A full copy of the April 2015 Report can be found at
http://fkks.com/pdfs/SelfRegulationOfAdvertising.pdf.
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Private Advertising Dispute Resolution and
Consumer Protection comprised the Working Group.
The attorneys in the Working Group regularly
practice before the National Advertising Division of
the Council of Better Business Bureaus (“NAD” or
the “Division”), and represented consumer product
companies, industry associations, and private law
firms. The Group convened based on a request from
Lee Peeler, the President of the ASRC. Peeler asked
the Group for insight on advertising self-regulation
and, specifically, how the policy and procedures of
NAD, the Children’s Advertising Review Unit
(“CARU”) and the National Advertising Review
Board (“NARB”) might be improved. 3 While the
Working Group uniformly agreed that the
advertising self-regulatory process was already quite
successful, the Group nonetheless labored over a
seven-month period to identify, consider, and make
recommendations on potential improvements to the
process. The article below outlines changes to the
policies and procedures actually adopted by the
NAD and the NARB, and discusses the significance
of such changes for advertisers, practitioners and the
public at large.

Background
The advertising industry’s system of self-regulation
was created in 1971 in a partnership of trade
associations (including the American Advertising
Federation, the Association of National Advertisers,
and the American Association of Advertising
Agencies) and the Council of Better Business
Bureaus (“CBBB”). The industry’s decision to
regulate itself was born out of increased
governmental and public interest scrutiny of the
advertising business. 4 Together, representatives
from these groups formed the National Advertising
Review Council (recently rebranded as the ASRC)

3
NAD has long served as the investigative, adjudicatory and
enforcement body of the advertising industry’s self-regulatory system,
while the NARB acts as its appellate arm. CARU is charged with
monitoring and adjudicating children’s advertising.
4
See Report at 2.
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and the board of the ASRC, with oversight from the
CBBB, created the NAD, CARU, NARB and their
governing policies and procedures. 5
NAD, which continues today as a robust,
voluntary dispute resolution process for advertisers,
is charged with independently monitoring and
reviewing national advertising for truthfulness and
accuracy. 6 Essentially, NAD works closely with inhouse counsel, marketing executives, research and
development departments, and outside consultants to
decide whether claims in national advertising are
substantiated. 7 In recent years, the majority of
NAD’s cases have been brought to the Division’s
attention by competitors. 8 For example, a company
may alert NAD—through submission of a detailed
letter—to national advertising of a competitor that it
considers false, misleading or otherwise problematic.
If NAD decides to open a matter to investigate such
advertising, the advertiser has an opportunity to
respond to the inquiry in a written submission of its
own. In such competitive challenges, NAD acts as a
neutral arbiter on behalf of the public interest,
considering the arguments of both parties, reviewing
evidence, meeting separately with each party, and
issuing a decision on whether or not the advertising
claims at issue are appropriate as currently
formulated or must be modified or discontinued. 9
NAD also brings its own cases through its
monitoring program, as well as cases that arise from
consumer complaints. In both such instances, NAD
initiates the review and adjudicative process itself. 10
NAD maintains a subscription-based public online
archive of all of its case decisions, providing
subscribers with access to NAD’s analysis of current
advertising issues. NAD’s case archive has become

part of the nation’s body of advertising and
marketing law. 11
When an advertiser or challenger disagrees with an
NAD decision, it may appeal the decision to the
NARB, a body comprising 70 professionals,
including advertisers, agency professionals,
academics, and members of the public. 12 If an NAD
decision is appealed to the NARB, a five-member
panel— made up of three advertiser members, one
agency member and one public member—is chosen
to review NAD’s decision. 13 NARB decisions are
also published in a subscription-based public online
database.
The ASRC Board meets regularly to review the
policies and procedures governing the NAD, CARU,
and NARB challenge process and they periodically
consider proposed changes to such rules from
practitioners, policy makers, and the public. 14 The
ASRC’s recent changes to its policies, reflected in
its newly updated 2015 Policies and Procedures,
represent some of the biggest changes to the rules
governing advertising self-regulation.

Summary of Key Changes Reflected in the
2015 Policies and Procedures
I.

Closure Based on Consent of Parties

One of the biggest changes reflected in the 2015
Policies and Procedures is the ability of private
parties to settle a challenge that is currently before
the NAD or CARU. 15 In its Report, the ABA’s
Working Group stated a belief that permitting
private settlements could further NAD’s mission by
conserving resources and allowing NAD to focus on

5

Id.
See “About NAD,” available at
http://www.asrcreviews.org/2011/08/how-nad-works/.
7
Id.
8
See Report at 3.
9
Id. at 4.
10
Id. at 3.
6
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Id.
See “NARB Process,” available at
http://www.asrcreviews.org/2011/08/how-the-narb-process-works/.
13
Id.
14
See Report at 2.
15
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 2.2(E).
12
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active challenges. 16 ASRC thus announced that
NAD and CARU may now administratively close a
case if, prior to NAD’s issuing a decision, the
challenger and advertiser consent in writing to
closure of the case. 17 In such instances, NAD or
CARU will still be able to file its own complaint
based on the same or similar claims as part of its
monitoring authority. Cases closed based on
consent of the parties will now be reported in the
case reports database as “Administratively Closed
on Consent of Parties.” 18 However, while there is
normally a press release issued upon publication of a
case decision, no press releases will be issued when
cases are Administratively Closed on Consent of
Parties. In such cases, there also will be no refund
of the filing fee. 19 However, if a case is
administratively closed for any reason other than
consent of the parties pursuant, fifty percent of the
filing fee will be refunded. 20

II.

Claims at Issue

Challengers at NAD and CARU must now identify
in their opening written submission all of the
express and implied claims to be considered as part
of the case, and NAD and CARU will only review
those claims identified by the challenger as part of
its case review. 21 Should NAD or CARU believe
that other claims, beyond those laid out by the
challenger, are appropriate for review, they may
bring a challenge over such claims themselves,
through their monitoring authority.
This change was proposed by the Working Group
and the Group applauds the adoption of the
recommendation. In its Report, the Working Group
had expressed concern that NAD’s own
characterization and restatement of claims at issue in
16

See Report at 13.
17
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 2.2(E).
18
Id.
19
Id., Rule 2.2(A)(4).
20
Id.
21
Id., Rule 2.2(A).
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a challenge had a significant and sometimes
undesirable impact on the case, and thus suggested
that an appropriate solution might be for NAD to
limit its review to only those claims outlined at the
outset of the case. 22

III.

Scheduling

NAD and CARU will now provide for a scheduling
conference at the beginning of the challenge that
will set the timing for all filings by and meetings
with the parties. 23 This change was also
recommended by the Working Group as a way to
facilitate maintaining an accelerated and efficient
case schedule. 24

IV.

Advertiser Statements

At the end of a case, the advertiser is required to
prepare an Advertiser’s Statement, indicating
whether the advertiser will abide by the Decision.
In its Report, a majority of Working Group
members agreed that the Advertiser’s Statement had
become a vehicle for parties to continue to argue
their case after a decision had been reached, and
thus should be limited in scope and length to avoid
reopening the merits of a challenge for discussion. 25
In response to the Working Group’s concerns, the
ASRC Board updated the 2015 Policies and
Procedures to state that all Advertiser Statements
must now be no longer than one-half of one doublespaced typewritten page (12 pt. font), and may not
reargue the merits of the case, mischaracterize the
decision, or, contain new facts. 26 Further, the NAD,
CARU and the NARB Panel Chair each reserve the

22

Report at 12.
See “Notice of Revisions to the NAD/CARU/NARB Procedures,
Effective 11.1.15,” available at http://www.asrcreviews.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/10/Notice-of-Revisions-to-the-NAD.pdf.
24
Report at 11.
25
Id. at 27.
26
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rules 2.9(B), 3.7.
23
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right, following consultation with the advertiser, to
edit for length or inappropriate material. 27
The Advertiser Statement in an NAD or CARU
challenge must now be issued within five business
days of receipt of the Decision, and must open with
a declaration stating whether the advertiser (i)
agrees to comply with NAD/CARU’s
recommendations, (ii) will not comply with
NAD/CARU’s recommendations, or (iii) will appeal
all or part of NAD/CARU’s decision to the
NARB. 28 In the event that the advertiser fails to
submit an Advertiser’s Statement, NAD or CARU
may refer the matter to an appropriate government
agency for review and possible law enforcement
action. 29 For NARB cases, where the advertiser also
submits an Advertiser’s Statement, the advertiser
must also submit its Statement within five business
days of receipt of the NARB panel’s decision in the
case, and must initially state whether or not the
advertiser agrees to comply with the NARB panel’s
recommendations. 30

V.

Confidential Filings

Under the 2015 Policies and Procedures, an
advertiser may still submit trade secrets and/or
proprietary information or data (excluding any
consumer perception communications data
regarding the advertising in question) to NAD or
CARU with the request that such data not be made
available to the challenger. However, under the
2015 Policies and Procedures, the advertiser must
now provide both a redacted and un-redacted copy
of the submission, and must attach as a separate
exhibit to NAD/CARU’s and the challenger’s copy
of the submission a comprehensive summary of the
proprietary information and data (including as much
non-confidential information as possible about the
methodology employed and the results obtained)

and the principal arguments submitted by the
advertiser in its rebuttal of the challenge. Failure of
the advertiser to provide this information will be
considered significant grounds for appeal of a
Decision by a challenger. 31

VI.

Page Limits

Under the 2015 Policies and Procedures, no NAD or
CARU case submission may exceed 20 doublespaced typewritten pages, in twelve point type
(excluding evidentiary exhibits). 32

VII.

Decision Timing

In response to the Working Group’s
recommendation that every effort be made to
expedite timeframe for decisions, 33 under the 2015
Policies and Procedures, NAD and CARU must now
issue a final case decision within 20 days. Although
the previous procedures provided NAD and CARU
with only 15 days to issue a Decision from the
conclusion of the case, 34 that time frame was often
difficult for NAD and CARU to follow. NARB will
still endeavor to render a decision within 15 days. 35

VIII. Changes to the NARB Appeals
Process
When an advertiser does not agree with an NAD or
CARU decision, it is entitled to a panel review of
the decision by the NARB. To appeal a decision to
the NARB, an advertiser must still make a request
for a referral to the NARB and specify any and all
issues for its appeal in its Advertiser’s Statement.
The challenger also can request a review by the
NARB; however, under the 2015 Policies and
Procedures, the challenger must pay a nonrefundable five thousand dollar “review fee,” and if
31

27

Id.
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 2.9(B).
29
Id.
30
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 3.7.
28
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2015 Policies and Procedures, Rules 2.4(D)(6) and 2.5.
Id., Rule 2.2(A).
33
Report at 25.
34
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 2.9(A).
35
Id., Rule 3.7.
32
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the NARB panel ultimately denies the request for an
appeal, that fee is forfeited. 36 If the request for an
appeal is granted, the review fee is credited against
the $12,000 appeal filing fee. Also new is a
requirement that the NARB Panel Chair appoint a
review panel only if the Chair determines there is a
substantial likelihood that a panel would reach a
decision different from NAD’s or CARU’s
decision. 37
In the prior version of the procedures, NAD (or
CARU, if applicable) was a party to an NARB
appeal. In the Working Group’s Report, they
suggested that NAD’s presence as an advocate in
defense of its decision was akin to having a trial
judge appear at an appellate court argument, and
that it unfairly advantages the party favored in
NAD’s decision. 38 The Working Group also noted
that NAD’s participation in the NARB process
could waste valuable resources that might be better
focused on resolving NAD’s own caseload. 39 As
recommended by the Working Group, the ASRC
announced, as part of the 2015 Policies and
Procedures, that NAD and CARU would no longer
be parties to an NARB proceeding (except in cases
where NAD or CARU filed the complaint as part of
its monitoring responsibility). 40 NAD and CARU
representatives may still attend the NARB hearing
to answer questions from the panel when requested
by the NARB Panel Chair (the “Panel Chair”). 41

by the NAD or CARU in the initial decision. 42 The
2015 Policies and Procedures make clear that, while
NARB appeal submissions may not contain facts not
submitted to the NAD, NARB submissions may
include new arguments (regardless of whether or not
they were presented to the NAD as part of the initial
challenge). 43
The Working Group also argued that, in cases
involving cross appeals, the briefing schedule
should be altered to permit the cross-appellee a
chance to read and respond to cross-appeal
arguments (without extending the appeal timeline). 44
The ASRC accomplished this change in the 2015
Policies and Procedures by now requiring all
appellant and cross-appellant briefs to be filed
simultaneously. 45

IX.

Compliance

Both NAD and CARU may monitor advertising, and
even adjudicate a compliance proceeding, should an
advertiser continue to run advertising that
contravenes an issued decision. Under the new
2015 Policies and Procedures, NAD or CARU will
now only close a compliance proceeding once a
determination has been made that the advertiser has
accepted and agreed to promptly implement all of
NAD’s or CARU’s recommendations. 46

Importantly, the 2015 Policies and Procedures also
now expressly state that the NARB review panel
will apply a de novo standard of review to all
appeals; the NARB may look to the NAD or CARU
record for facts, but will decide the case without
deference to the conclusions or assumptions made

Further, NAD or CARU has historically enforced
compliance with NARB’s decisions. Some
members of the Working Group noted that
responsibility for enforcing NARB compliance
should instead rest with the NARB Panel Chair. 47
As a result, under the 2015 Policies and Procedures,
if a compliance challenge arises out of an NARB
decision, the NARB Panel Chair—and not the NAD

36

42

37

43

See id., Rule 3.1(B).
Id.
38
Report at 29.
39
Id.
40
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 2.3(B).
41
Id.
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Id., Rule 3.2.
Id.
44
Report at 33.
45
2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 3.1(E)(2).
46
Id., Rule 4.1(A).
47
Report at 34.
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or CARU—will make determinations about
compliance proceedings and enforcement. 48

X.

Technological Advances

Subject to funding constraints, the ASRC Board also
announced plans at its September 2015 annual
conference to upgrade the ASRC website by
increasing case report search functionality and
looking into the possibility of parties being able to
meet by teleconference.

Conclusion
While the ASRC Board may continue to review the
Working Group’s recommendations, as well as its
own process, the changes outlined above are a
significant step forward for advertising selfregulation. The Working Group commends the
ASRC Board for its flexibility and willingness to
engage in a productive dialogue about advertising
self-regulation, all of which led to important
changes and improvements in the process for
everyone involved.
For consumer protections in this arena has never
been greater. The Report is the latest step in the
nearly 20-year examination of the data broker
industry. The FTC intends its findings and
recommendations to be part of an ongoing dialogue
with industry members, consumer groups, and
lawmakers to actualize the goals of increased
transparency and consumer.

You’re Invited!
Upcoming ABA Programming
Privacy and Information Security
Update
December 15, 2015, 12:00 – 1:00 pm ET
This program is an update of privacy and data
security law developments during the months of
October and November sponsored by the
Privacy and Information Security Committee
and the Advertising Disputes and Litigation
Committee. The moderator will be Gene Burrus
of Microsoft, and the speakers will include
Khaliah Barnes of the Electronic Privacy
Information Center, and Jenna Felz and Melinda
McLellan of Baker Hostetler.
Click here for more information.

The ABA Working Group Report on the
Advertising Industry Self-Regulatory
System
December 15, 2015, 1:00 – 2:00 pm ET
This program will provide an overview of the
Working Group Report on the Advertising
Industry’s Self-Regulatory System published by
the Consumer Protection Committee and
Advertising Disputes and Litigation Committee
last spring.
Click here for more information.

48

2015 Policies and Procedures, Rule 4.1(B).
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EU-U.S. Data Transfers: Safe Harbor
Declared Invalid by the EU’s Highest
Court
By Cédric Burton and Anna Ciesielska
Cédric Burton is Of Counsel in the Privacy and Data Protection team
of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosati in Brussels. He can be
reached at cburton@wsgr.com.
Anna Ciesielska is a legal intern in the Privacy and Data Protection
team of Wilson Sonsini Goodrich and Rosati in Brussels. She can be
reached at aciesielska@wsgr.com.

On October 6, 2015, the Court of Justice of the
European Union (“CJEU”), the European Union’s
(“EU”) highest court, issued a groundbreaking
decision that invalidated the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor
framework (“Safe Harbor framework”). 1 The Safe
Harbor framework is a legal mechanism that
allowed companies to transfer personal data from
the EU to the U.S. Given the widespread reliance
on the Safe Harbor framework by more than 4,000
companies on both sides of the Atlantic, this key
decision has a significant impact on data transfers
between the two continents.
The decision was reached in Schrems v. Data
Protection Commissioner (“Schrems”), a case in
which Max Schrems, an Austrian Facebook user,
complained to the data protection authority in
Ireland about the transfer of his personal data by
Facebook to its servers in the U.S. Data transfers to
the U.S. were taking place on the basis of the Safe
Harbor framework.
This article describes the background of the case,
analyzes the judgment of the CJEU and its
consequences for companies doing business in
Europe, and summarizes the main reactions and
developments which occurred since then.

1

The judgment in case C-362/14 is available at
http://curia.europa.eu/juris/document/document.jsf?text=&docid=169
195&pageIndex=0&doclang=en&mode=lst&dir=&occ=first&part=1
&cid=402443.
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I.

The Background of the Case

EU data protection law prohibits the transfer of
personal data outside of the EU, unless the data
recipient is located in a country whose laws are
deemed to provide an adequate level of data
protection under EU law, or unless the companies
implement a data transfer mechanism that ensures
such an adequate level of protection. Under EU law,
the U.S. is not considered to provide such an
adequate level of data protection.
In order to enable EU personal data to be transferred
to the U.S., the U.S. Department of Commerce in
consultation with the European Commission
developed the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor framework. It
was formally recognized as a valid data transfer
mechanism by a European Commission’s adequacy
decision in 2000 (“Safe Harbor decision”). 2 It
included seven privacy principles and 15 FAQs that
companies had to comply with in order to selfcertify to the Safe Harbor framework. By selfcertifying, companies voluntarily and publicly
commit to abiding by these privacy principles,
which can then be enforced by the Federal Trade
Commission (“FTC”) under Section 5 of the FTC
Act.
The Schrems case was brought in the wake of
revelations concerning the alleged National Security
Agency’s (“NSA”) mass surveillance program. In
2013, Max Schrems, an Austrian student and
Facebook user, filed a complaint with the Irish Data
Protection Authority (Irish “DPA”), 3 requesting that
it investigate Facebook’s practices and, if necessary,

2

Commission Decision of July 26, 2000 pursuant to Directive
95/46/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
adequacy of the protection provided by the safe harbour privacy
principles and related frequently asked questions issued by the US
Department of Commerce (notified under document number C(2000)
2441), available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/en/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32000D0520.
3
Max Schrems turned to the Irish DPA because Facebook’s EU
headquarters is located in Ireland.
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suspend data transfers to Facebook in the U.S. 4
According to Schrems, the Safe Harbor framework
was not providing an adequate level of protection to
EU personal data. However, the Irish DPA
considered itself bound by the Safe Harbor decision
and rejected Schrems’ complaint. Schrems appealed
the Irish DPA’s decision to the Irish High Court,
which asked the CJEU to clarify whether or not an
EU member state’s DPA is bound by an adequacy
decision such as the Safe Harbor decision.
The Schrems case was set against a background of
general criticism of the Safe Harbor framework in
the EU. On November 27, 2013 and in response to
the mass surveillance allegations, the European
Commission issued 13 recommendations addressed
to the U.S. to improve the functioning of the Safe
Harbor framework. 5 Although the EU and the U.S.
have engaged in negotiations regarding the Safe
Harbor framework, they have not yet reached a
conclusion.

II.

The CJEU’s Judgment

On October 6, 2015, the CJEU delivered its decision
in Schrems. Below are the key findings.
1. Safe Harbor is invalid.
The CJEU held that the Safe Harbor decision is
invalid. Going beyond the question raised by the
Irish High Court, the CJEU concluded that the broad
national security exception contained in the Safe
Harbor framework that allows for disclosures of
personal data to law enforcement authorities does
not satisfy the standards of fundamental rights in the
EU. In particular, the CJEU held that this exception
enables disproportionate interference with the
privacy rights of EU individuals. In addition, the
CJEU emphasized the lack of judicial remedy or
redress for EU individuals, including the right to
4

Max Schrems’ initial complaint is available at http://www.europe-vfacebook.org/prism/facebook.pdf.
5
The European Commission’s 13 recommendations are available at
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-13-1059_en.htm.
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have the data accessed, rectified, or erased, as well
as the lack of oversight powers by independent
authorities.
2. DPAs can investigate and suspend data
transfers based on a European Commission’s
adequacy decision.
The CJEU decision also addressed the authority of
EU member states’ DPAs to independently
investigate and suspend international data transfers.
The EU’s highest court held that EU member states’
DPAs do have such authority, even if the European
Commission has determined that the recipient
country provides an adequate level of data
protection. This will likely lead to fragmentation of
the EU internal market and creates significant
uncertainty for businesses.
3. Only the CJEU can invalidate a European
Commission’s adequacy decision.
However, the CJEU clarified that while the EU
member states’ DPAs can investigate and suspend
data transfers based on a European Commission’s
adequacy decision, they cannot decide on the
validity of EU acts as such. Only the CJEU has
jurisdiction to declare that an EU adequacy decision
is invalid and the CJEU specified the process to
invalidate adequacy decisions.

III.

Consequences of the Judgment

The Schrems judgment has significant implications
for companies transferring personal data from the
EU to the U.S. Below are the main direct
consequences of the Schrems decision.
1. New data transfers under Safe Harbor are
unlawful. Any new data transfer for companies
that were relying on the Safe Harbor framework
now lacks a legal basis and may expose these
companies to liability until they implement an
alternative data transfer mechanism.
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2. Companies should implement alternative data
transfer mechanisms; they are valid for now.
The judgment did not consider the validity of
other data transfer mechanisms, such as standard
contractual clauses (“SCC”), binding corporate
rules (“BCRs”), ad-hoc contracts, and
derogations such as consent or the performance
of a contract. Therefore, for the time being, it
appears that they are available as legal
alternatives to the Safe Harbor framework.
However, some of the criticisms levelled against
the Safe Harbor framework could also be
applied to these other mechanisms as well.
3. Risk of fragmentation of the EU internal market.
The CJEU affirmation of the powers of EU
member states’ DPAs to conduct their own
investigations creates a major risk of
fragmentation in the EU internal market. The
lawfulness of data transfers will now largely
depend on individual—and potentially
inconsistent—decisions of different EU member
states’ DPAs. In practice, this means that EU
member states’ DPAs that are habitually flexible
will allow data transfers to the U.S. and other
third countries, while others that are usually
stricter may suspend or prohibit data transfers.

IV.

Recent Developments: The
Situation Is in Flux

The Schrems decision creates a legal vacuum in the
EU and triggered a high level of legal uncertainty
for companies exporting personal data outside of the
EU. Since the Schrems decision, a number of
stakeholders have been issuing various statements,
press releases, guidance and opinions, which are
often not entirely aligned and sometimes
contradictory. In a nutshell: the situation is
constantly evolving. Below are highlights of some
key developments.
1. The European Commission’s Statements
Shortly after the CJEU decision was released, the
European Commission announced that it will work
What’s in Store, December 2015

with EU member states’ DPAs to issue guidance
regarding data transfers to the U.S. to reduce the
uncertainty created by Schrems. 6 The European
Commission emphasized that other data transfer
mechanisms remain available to companies and
underscored the need to reach an agreement on a
new Safe Harbor framework. However, any new
Safe Harbor framework will need to meet the
criteria set forth by the CJEU in Schrems, which is a
very high standard.
One month after the CJEU judgment, the European
Commission released further guidance which
basically confirmed its previous statements. 7
Importantly, this guidance is not binding on
companies or EU member states’ DPAs.
2. The Article 29 Working Party’s Reaction
On October 16, 2015, the Article 29 Working Party
(“WP29”), an advisory and independent body
composed of EU member states’ DPAs, 8 issued a
statement on the consequences of Schrems. 9 This
was the first guidance issued by the WP29 following
the Schrems decision, and should provide a good
indication of how EU member states’ DPAs are
likely to interpret the law.
The main points of the WP29’s statement are as
follows:
•

The WP29 urges all relevant stakeholders (e.g.,
the EU Commission, the EU member states,
and the U.S.) to find the right political, legal,

6

The European Commission’s press release is available at
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-15-5782_en.htm.
7
The press release is available at http://europa.eu/rapid/pressrelease_IP-15-6015_en.htm and the communication at
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/internationaltransfers/adequacy/files/eu-us_data_flows_communication_final.pdf.
8
More information is available at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/dataprotection/article-29/index_en.htm.
9
The WP29’s statement is available at
http://ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/article-29/pressmaterial/pressrelease/art29_press_material/2015/20151016_wp29_statement_on_sc
hrems_judgement.pdf.
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and technical solutions to enable data transfers
to the U.S. in accordance with EU fundamental
rights by the end of January 2016.
•

The solutions offered by the WP29 include
negotiating an intergovernmental agreement
providing stronger guarantees to EU individuals,
as well as the current negotiations around a new
Safe Harbor framework.

•

Until a solution is reached, the WP29 will
continue its assessment of other data transfer
mechanisms (e.g., SCC, BCRs and derogations).

•

In the meantime, SCC and BCRs can still be
used to transfer personal data. However, EU
member states’ DPAs have the authority to
investigate particular cases—for example,
following complaints—and to exercise their
powers to protect individuals’ rights to privacy
and data protection. This includes the power to
suspend data transfers.

•

If by the end of January 2016 no appropriate
solution is reached with the U.S., and
depending on the assessment of the data
transfer mechanisms by the WP29, EU member
states’ DPAs are committed to take all
necessary and appropriate actions, which may
include coordinated enforcement actions.

•

The WP29 also noted that the Safe Harbor
decision is invalid and, therefore, data transfers
that are occurring under the Safe Harbor
framework after the CJEU judgment are
unlawful under EU law.

•

EU member states’ DPAs will conduct
information campaigns at the national level,
including sending letters to companies that
were relying on the Safe Harbor framework.

3. EU member states’ DPAs’ Opinions and
Statements
While the goal of the WP29 is to harmonize the
positions of EU member states’ DPAs throughout
What’s in Store, December 2015

the European Union, EU member states’ DPAs
remain free to adopt their own positions under their
national law following Schrems. Companies
operating in multiple EU countries have thus to deal
with diverging opinions from the various EU
member states’ DPAs. We have summarized below
some of the main developments.
•

German DPAs’ Reaction

German DPAs are often considered to be among the
strictest in the EU. In their nonbinding position
paper, the German DPAs (i.e., the German Federal
DPA and the 16 DPAs of the German Federal
States) 10 stated that they would not approve any new
BCRs and ad-hoc contracts. Moreover, they stated
that they will use the criteria developed by the CJEU
in Schrems to assess the legality of the other data
transfer mechanisms.
•

French and Italian DPAs’ Reaction

The French DPA (“CNIL”) 11 and the Italian DPA 12
have so far taken a moderate approach, stating that
all future data transfers will have to comply with the
Schrems judgment. The CNIL announced that it
will analyze the Schrems decision and discuss it
together with other EU member states’ DPAs in
order to develop a common approach. So far, no
official guidance or opinion has been published by
either the French or Italian DPAs.

10

The position paper (in German) is available at
https://www.datenschutz.hessen.de/ft-europa.htm#entry4521. Note,
however, that this opinion is not binding on the 16 DPAs of the
German Federal States. Each German DPA is independent and
remains free to issue its own statement and take its own approach.
For instance, the Schleswig Holstein DPA took a very conservative
approach while the Hamburg DPA has set up a three-step approach to
make the transition to other data transfer mechanisms smoother.
11
The French DPA’s statement (in French) is available at
http://www.cnil.fr/linstitution/actualite/article/article/invalidation-dusafe-harbor-par-la-cour-de-justice-de-lunion-europeenne-unedecision-cl/.
12
The Italian DPA’s statement (in French) is available at
http://www.garanteprivacy.it/web/guest/home/docweb/-/docwebdisplay/docweb/4308245.
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•

Spanish DPA’s Reaction

The Spanish DPA (“AEPD”) announced on
November 3, 2015, that it sent a letter to all
companies that had notified the AEPD of data
transfers under the Safe Harbor framework. In the
letter, the Spanish DPA requires all these companies
to provide the AEPD with information about the
data transfer mechanisms that they implemented to
replace the Safe Harbor framework. The companies
must reply to the AEPD by January 29, 2016, at the
latest. The letter has not been made public.
•

UK DPA’s Reaction

The UK DPA, the Information Commissioner’s
Office (“ICO”), took a pragmatic and flexible
approach. In its blog post on the aftermath of
Schrems, the ICO noted that UK law allows
businesses to rely on their own adequacy
assessment. 13 It also recommended not rushing to
implement other data transfer mechanisms “that may
turn out to be less than ideal,” “especially with the
possibility that a new, improved and perhaps
rebranded Safe Harbor will emerge.” Moreover, the
ICO declared that it will not rush to use its
enforcement powers as it considers that there is no
new and immediate threat to individuals.
4. Consequences of the Judgment outside the
EU
While the CJEU decision only deals with the U.S.EU Safe Harbor framework, this judgment has had
an impact outside of the EU. Over the years, a
number of non-EU countries have adopted data
protection legislation inspired by EU data protection
law. Many of them consider that countries or
mechanisms that are deemed to be adequate under
EU data protection law are also adequate under their
own national data protection law. Therefore, the

13
The UK DPA’s blog post is available at
https://iconewsblog.wordpress.com/2015/10/27/the-us-safe-harborbreached-but-perhaps-not-destroyed/.
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invalidation of the U.S.-EU Safe Harbor framework
also triggered some reactions outside of the EU.
•

Dubai International Financial Centre’s
Reaction

The EU data protection law has inspired and
continuously influences the Dubai International
Financial Centre’s (“DIFC”) data protection
framework. Therefore, the DIFC DPA has taken
into account the Schrems decision and reconsidered
the adequacy status it has afforded to Safe Harborcertified companies. 14 Although the DIFC DPA has
taken note that the U.S.-EU discussions on the new
agreement are “well advanced” and “ongoing,” it
recommends implementing alternative data transfers
solutions.
•

Israeli DPA’s Reaction

On October 19, 2015, the Israeli DPA (the Law,
Information and Technology Authority (“ILITA”)),
revoked its prior authorization to transfer personal
data from Israel to the U.S. on the basis of the Safe
Harbor framework. 15 ILITA will continue to assess
the implications of the CJEU judgment and will
publish further information and additional
clarifications if necessary.
•

Swiss DPA’s Reaction

The Swiss DPA 16 released a statement on October
22, 2015, indicating that following the Schrems
decision, the U.S.-Swiss Safe Harbor framework is
no longer a valid mechanism for transferring
personal data from Switzerland to the U.S. 17 Until a
14

The DIFC DPA’s guidance is available at
http://www.difc.ae/sites/default/files/DIFC-Data-ProtectionCommissioner-Guidance-on-Adequacy-Status-relating-to-US-SafeHarbor-Recipients.pdf.
15
The article is available at https://iapp.org/news/a/safe-harborfallout-israels-dpa-revokes-prior-authorization/.
16
Switzerland is not a member of the European Union.
17
The Swiss DPA’s statement (in French) is available at
http://www.edoeb.admin.ch/datenschutz/00626/00753/00970/01320/i
ndex.html?lang=fr.
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new international agreement on the U.S.-Swiss Safe
Harbor framework is concluded, the Swiss DPA
advises to implement data export contracts. The
Swiss DPA will also coordinate with EU member
states’ DPAs regarding the review of existing data
transfer mechanisms.

V.

Safe Harbor 2.0?

Since the release of the 13 European Commission
recommendations to improve the Safe Harbor
framework, the U.S. and the EU have been in the
midst of negotiations on a new Safe Harbor
agreement. Although press reports suggest that the
negotiations are close to conclusion, there are doubts
in the EU on whether this new arrangement will
pass the test created by CJEU in the Schrems
decision. Two of the biggest challenges are to
ensure that U.S. law enforcement and national
security agencies access EU personal data only to an
extent that is strictly necessary or proportionate, and
to provide EU individuals with judicial redress
against U.S. law enforcement and national security
agencies. Nonetheless, the European Commission
declared that they aim at concluding the negotiations
before the end of January 2016. 18

VI.

secure their international data transfers before the
end of January 2016. As the situation is in flux and
rapidly evolving, the consequences of this case and
new developments should be monitored closely.

Liked what you saw in this edition?
Want to get more involved?
Please contact Ashley Rogers at
arogers@gibsondunn.com

What’s Next?

The invalidation of the Safe Harbor framework
fundamentally affects the ability of companies to
transfer personal data outside of the EU, and creates
significant legal uncertainty for businesses operating
in the EU. This is another demonstration of the
CJEU’s strict interpretation of EU data protection
law and of the business impact of EU data
protection law. The strong affirmation of the EU
member states’ DPAs’ independence is likely to
lead to fragmentation of the EU internal market and
on how international data transfers are handled
across the EU. Companies should consider
implementing alternative legal mechanisms to
18

The European Commission’s press release is available at
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-15-6015_en.htm.
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